Food web interactions allow communities to compensate for the loss of species. Compensation of this kind may reshuffle communities so that today's resilient species are tomorrow's vulnerable species, creating a false impression of ecosystem stability following the first wave of extinction.
The 'global extinction crisis' has become a focus of concern and activism for conservationists [1] . We are currently in the middle of the sixth major extinction event in geologic history -this one almost entirely human induced. Current extinction rates are estimated to be 100 to 1000 times higher than pre-human extinction rates [2] . This rapid loss of species has spurred scientists to examine what might be the consequences of losing such a large proportion of our biodiversity. Although ecosystems clearly would not function if all species went extinct, no one can really say what might be the impact of losing 80% of the species as opposed to only 20% of the species. In fact, even though we have seen many conspicuous species go extinct before our eyes, we know precious little about the consequences of those extinctions [3] . Recently, community ecologists have manipulated experimental communities by either removing one or two species or assembling communities of differing species richness [4] . These experiments teach us about the role of biodiversity and predation or competition, but have not provided a compelling picture of the consequences of extinction. The limitation of these targeted removals is their small scale and short duration.
The weakness of our empirical insight regarding extinction has caused ecologists to rely heavily on metaphors and models. The purpose of these models is to anticipate what might happen if the predictions of massive species loss hold true [5] . Models that consider the consequences of extinction have tended to focus on either the reliability [6] or the stability [7] of ecosystems. Reliability models emphasize that the loss of species eliminates redundancy, so that at some point ecosystems may end up with only one or two species filling some critical function -such as nitrogen sequestration or primary production -leaving the ecosystems vulnerable to any catastrophe or stress that harms these now irreplaceable species. Stability models adopt a more traditional population dynamics framework, and ask how the loss of species alters either the ability to recover from disturbances, or the tendency towards fluctuations in the face of randomly varying environments. The general message of these many theoretical explorations of extinction is that species loss impairs both stability and reliability [7] . But the theory is in no way complete: in particular, very few models consider food webs and highly structured trophic communities.
Ives and Cardinale [8] have taken the modeling endeavors in a new direction by examining the consequences and response to extinctions in a more realistic food web framework. Specifially, they view extinction through the window of classical Lotka-Volterra differential equations. Their main innovation is to overlay a rather traditional analysis with two new dimensions. First, they consider a variety of food web structures, while also varying the intensity with which species interact with one another. Second they contrast random extinction with ordered extinction -ordered in such a way that species most sensitive to environmental stressors disappear first. Previous theoretical studies of the consequences of extinction have selected the species that go extinct at random -a simplification that clearly does not mesh with what we have observed in the real world.
A final and important interesting twist in this new analysis is the idea that ecosystems are under stress in a way that is manifest by reduced per capita or per biomass production. Hence their models include stressors that reduce the production rates (or population growth rates) of all species. As stress is intensified, species disappear because their production is too low to sustain populations. Because their theoretical framework is richer than most previous models, Ives and Cardinale [8] do not report simple results that reduce easily to one-line conclusions. Instead they find that the outcome of extinction is profoundly altered if extinctions are ordered as opposed to random. When the extinguished species first tend to be those that most acutely feel the environmental stress, one is left with a surviving community that is initially more tolerant to future environmental degradation. They also found that species loss tends to decrease the potential for a community to exhibit compensating responses that could buffer ecosystems against future environmental degradation.
There are thus two competing forces at play when it comes to extinction: a decreased ability to compensate, as a result of the loss of species; and a gain in average tolerance to stress, because the species that disappear first are those that are most sensitive to stress. These two competing forces mean both that communities can compensate for the loss of species, and that an initial resilience of communities may disguise future collapse in the face of further degradation.
No one should take Lotka-Volterra models literally; they cannot be expected to predict anything specific about the future. But theoretical explorations such as those of Ives and Cardinale [8] [3] . Similarly, the near-extinction of the American chestnut, once a dominant tree in eastern North America, apparently produced no major impact on ecosystem structure [3] .
Community compensation clearly can mitigate the impacts of major losses. However, as extinctions accumulate in the model communities considered by Ives and Cardinale [8] , the buffering capacity of ecosystems is dissipated, and future environmental degradation will exact ever-increasing tolls (as measured by altered density of survivors). Because environmental stresses in the form of pollution, roads and habitat degradation are ubiquitous and growing, the dual bind of extinction and environmental stress should be a cause for concern. It would be interesting to ask if communities that have lost many of their species are in turn more likely to suffer in the face of chronic environmental degradation.
Models such as those considered by Ives and Cardinale [8] do not yield a resounding doom-andgloom picture of extinction. But these models do reveal that extinction can, under some plausible circumstances, dramatically alter ecosystems, and that we know too little to predict exactly what will happen. Humans are currently degrading habitats and causing species extinction at a rate that alarms many scientists. As we proceed to observe what we have reaped from our activities, theoretical models tell us what to look for.
